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UCCA’s Partner 
– Promin Svitla –

to deliver 75 generators



Portable generators reaching our 
freedom fighters in the trenches 
on the frontlines…



…while others going to 
support a rehab center and 
civilians living without power.



Providing additional 
sight…

UCCA facilitates 
purchase and 

logistics of monocle 
& helmet



The Ellis Island Medal of Honor is one of our 
nation’s most prestigious awards –celebrating 

inspiring Americans who selflessly work for the 
betterment of our country and its citizens.  

This year UCCA nominated celebrity cook Rachael 
Ray, for her unwavering humanitarian support for 
Ukraine.  Congratulations to both Rachael Ray and 

Liev Schreiber for their Medals of Honor and 
commitment to Ukraine! 

And thank you to Dr. Eugene Holuka for your support!



UCCA Earns Platinum 
Seal of Transparency

The Ukrainian Congress Committee 

of America (UCCA) has earned a 

2023 Platinum Seal of 

Transparency, the highest award 

from the charity rating organization 

Candid. Formerly known as 

Guidestar, Candid is the world's 

largest source of information on 

nonprofit organizations.  Out of 

non-profits registered in the United 

States, only roughly 6% receive the 

Platinum level of transparency.



#SupportUkraine

For fourteen months now, UCCA has been 
delivering crucial non-lethal military assistance to 

our freedom fighters defending Ukraine’s 
sovereignty &  territorial integrity and providing 

direct relief to help alleviate the humanitarian 
challenges our brethren continue to face due to 

russia’s unprovoked genocidal war.  

As Ukraine prepares  for a spring 
counteroffensive, UCCA hopes it can count on 
your continued generous financial support!

Previous reports of UCCA’s #SupportUkraine 
Humanitarian Aid program can be viewed on our 

website at:  https://ucca.org/aidreports/
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